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Car Dashboard Holder Joyroom JR-ZS245 with Qi Inductive Charger (Black)

Joyroom JR-ZS245 car dashboard mount with Qi inductive charger (black)
The Joyroom JR-ZS245 mount allows you not only to comfortably use your navigation, but also to charge your smartphone wirelessly. Its
output power reaches 15W, and LED backlighting gives it a stylish look. It allows 360° adjustment, so you can adjust the position of your
smartphone to suit your needs. It automatically closes and has a release button that you use to open the holder.
 
Wide compatibility
The Joyroom car mount is compatible with smartphones with screen sizes ranging from 4.7" to 5.8". This means it will fit devices such as
the  iPhone  8  or  Samsung  Galaxy  S20. What's  more,  you  can  easily  mount  it  on  the  dashboard,  and  a  special  locking  mechanism
guarantees stability and security.
 
Comfort of use
Joyroom JR-ZS245 allows you to wirelessly charge your smartphone with 15W of power. What's more, it has a modern mechanism that
allows the holder to open automatically. If you want to remove your device from the holder, press the dedicated button. In addition, the
silicone, magnetic and leather case does not affect the quality of charging. You can also adjust the position of your equipment in 360°.
 
Manufacturer
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Joyroom
Model
JR-ZS245
Color
black
Material
ABS + PC
Input voltage
5V/2A, 9V/2A, 12V/2A
Output power
5W/7.5W/10W/15W (max)
Input port
USB-C
Fits smartphones with screen diagonal
4.7-6.8"
Charging range
≤8mm

Price:

€ 32.00
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